
Some conclusions from the flat mandat meeting/potluck. Not full minutes, nor all that final in terms of 
decisions, as we were a small group. We could have feed hummus to many more people; you all 

seriously missed out.

****

Present: Farid, Myrill, Zinta, Krzysztof, Finn, and eventually, Richard

Workshop / Training ideas: What are our tools, how to use (wield) tools

Increase proportion of non-male volunteer mechanics: Finn will send call out to les Desrailleuses. 
Training to Experienced level a priority for next year. Women/Trans workshop series good help people 

break into the space.

For September: advertising schemes! Golden Bikes, Stickers or hot pink wheels on Racks with info on 
location, hours and mandate. Need some kind of image as map to help find space on campus/in 

montreal. Spoke card for users with "I fixed my bike at the Flat".

Riding on Campus: Discussion of acronymes for alternative organising body to gather the voices and 
take action.  BAC: Bicycle Action Committee, CCCP: coalition for cycling on campus perpetually, 

COC: we are working for something bigger and better.

Resources for website (since Farid is making it full of good things already): How to learn to ride a bike 
(info form CARAVAN perhaps?). Coop List, Bike stores we support (with or without comments?) 
Some devious plan to investigate approachability of bike store by sending Farid and Myrill in with 

cameras hidden in their helmets to test staff on skeeziness to kindness scale.

Could we get a lend-a-bike program going? Well, we would need more bikes built first. Good idea, 
maybe for the spring?

Trailers: switch to signatures and contact info instead of cash deposits. Also for books. Honour system 
all the way.

General Assembly: Should we have a big meeting that encourages users as well as volunteers to air 
issues and being up ideas? Probably.


